The 44th Annual CaGIS Map Design Competition culminated on 25 March 2017, for maps created or published in 2016. The judges included Tom Patterson (National Park Service), Tanya Allison (Montgomery College), Dan McDermott (Montgomery College), Jacqueline Nolan (Library of Congress), Timothy St. Onge (Library of Congress), and Dan Cole (Smithsonian Institution). The awards are listed below with the Best of Show going to Pulse of the Park by Martin Gamache, Arthur Middleton, Lawson Parker, Shelley Sperry, and Lauren Tierney of the National Geographic Society.

**Student awards:**

**Arthur Robinson Print Map Award:**

Winner: Alberta’s Wildfire History by Will Merritt of Fleming College

(williamrossmerritt@gmail.com)

846 Princess Ave

London Ontario

N5W 3M4

Honorable Mention to: Fenn Treasure map by Ross Thorn of U of Wisconsin (rthorn@wisc.edu)

Department of Geography

University of Wisconsin, Madison

Madison, WI 53706

Himalaya-Western Ghat Bike Tour by Natalee Desotell of U of Wisconsin (nataleedesotell@gmail.com)

Department of Geography

University of Wisconsin, Madison

Madison, WI 53706

1995 Vision Fire by Eric Scovel of Chico State U (ericscovel@yahoo.com)

Geography and Planning Department

California State University, Chico

Butte Hall Room 507

Chico, CA 95929-425
David Woodward Digital Map Award:

Winner: none

Honorable Mention: Wooden Ships (http://wooden-ships.github.io/) by Meghan Kelly of U of Wisconsin (mkelley22@wisc.edu)

Department of Geography
University of Wisconsin, Madison
Madison, WI 53706

Professional awards:

Reference:

Winner: TIE between Alaska Marine Highway System by Daniel Huffman (daniel.p.huffman@gmail.com)
57 Waubesa St.
Apt 2
Madison, WI 53704

And Mars by Matthew Chwastyk of NGS (matt.chwastyk@natgeo.com)

Honorable Mention: Denali and the Alaska Range by Brooke Marston of US State Dept., Bureau of Intelligence and Research (marston.brooke@gmail.com)

Claiming British Columbia by Lauren Tierney and Martin Gamache of NGS (lauren.tierney@natgeo.com)

Brutalist Washington Map by Deane Madsen and Derek Lamberton of BrutalistDC and Blue Crow Media, respectively (deane.madsen@gmail.com)

4103 13th Street, NE
Washington, DC 20017
Thematic:
Winner: *Pulse of the Park* by Martin Gamache, Arthur Middleton, Lawson Parker, Shelley Sperry, and Lauren Tierney of NGS ([Artofthemappable@gmail.com](mailto:Artofthemappable@gmail.com) and [lauren.tierney@natgeo.com](mailto:lauren.tierney@natgeo.com))

Honorable Mention: 2016 *Coastal Georgia Bridges at Risk for Potential Storm Surge Flooding* by Eric Conklin, Jennifer Heitert, and Barry Rosenstein of Georgia DOT ([kweigand@dot.ga.gov](mailto:kweigand@dot.ga.gov))

Georgia Department of Transportation
Office of Transportation Data
600 West Peachtree Street N.W.
19th Floor
Atlanta, Georgia 30308

*Vanishing Aquifer* by Lauren James of NGS ([damien.saunder@natgeo.com](mailto:damien.saunder@natgeo.com))

*Contested Canyon* by Charles Preppernau and Manuel Canales of NGS ([damien.saunder@natgeo.com](mailto:damien.saunder@natgeo.com))

*A Haven in Europe* by Matthew Chwastyk of NGS ([matt.chwastyk@natgeo.com](mailto:matt.chwastyk@natgeo.com))

Book/Atlas:
Winner: *Concise Atlas of the World, 4th ed.* by Matthew Chwastyk, Debbie Gibbons, Jerome Cookson, Mike McNey, Greg Ugiansky, Ted Sickley, Julie Ibinson, and Jon Bowen of NGS ([matt.chwastyk@natgeo.com](mailto:matt.chwastyk@natgeo.com))

Honorable Mention: none
Recreation/Travel:
Winner: *The Map – Addis* by Kirsty Henderson (info@mapofaddis.com)
33 Elsie Road
London, SE22 8DX
United Kingdom

Honorable Mention:
*Camp Verde, Arizona* by Jean-Louis Rheault (JLRmaps@gmail.com)
2309 av Hingston
Montréal, Québec,
Canada H4L-2J3

*Santa Fe, New Mexico* by Jean-Louis Rheault (JLRmaps@gmail.com)
2309 av Hingston
Montréal, Québec,
Canada H4L-2J3

*Myles Standish State Forest* by David Kimball Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation (david.kimball@state.ma.us)
Dept of Conservation & Recreation
Suite 600-700
251 Causeway St
Boston, MA 02114

Other:
Winner: *The State of Metropotamia* by Daniel Huffman (daniel.p.huffman@gmail.com)
57 Waubesa St.
Apt 2
Madison, WI 53704
Honorable Mention: None

**Interactive/Digital:**

Winner: Follow the Elk’s Perilous Journey by Brian Jacobs, Martin Gamache, Julia Smith, and Vitomir Zarkovic of NGS


(Artofthemappable@gmail.com and lauren.tierney@natgeo.com)

Honorable Mention: Mars Interactive by Brian Jacobs and Matthew Chwastyk of NGS


(matt.chwastyk@natgeo.com)

*Hiking the Grand Canyon: 800 Miles of Magic and Mystery* by Charles Preppernau, Manuel Canales and Chan Young Park of NGS


(damien.saunder@natgeo.com)

*State of the Elephant* by Daniela Santamarina, Lauren Tierney, and Daisy Chung of NGS


(lauren.tierney@natgeo.com)

**Best of Show:** *Pulse of the Park* by Martin Gamache, Arthur Middleton, Lawson Parker, Shelley Sperry, and Lauren Tierney of NGS (Artofthemappable@gmail.com and lauren.tierney@natgeo.com)

NGS Magazine and Maps

1145 17th Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
Amanda Robinson Student Awards Coordinator, Advancement Saskatchewan Polytechnic Regina Campus 306-775-7716 amanda.robinson@saskpolytech.ca. If you or your organization is interested in establishing awards, please contact Tawnia Stephanson at 306-691-8226 or tawnia.stephanson@saskpolytech.ca. Online Application.